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About This Content

This soundtrack to the sleeper-hit video game BIT.TRIP CORE features thumpin' chiptune-inspired tracks that will get your
heart pounding as CommanderVideo learns what it means to have a CORE.

Bookended by amazing chiptune artist and guest star Bubblyfish, the BIT.TRIP CORE soundscape continues
CommanderVideo's aural soul quest as he transitions into the land of the tactile.

Get in the zone and ride the vibe as you continue your own BIT.TRIP with this audio companion.

TRACK LIST

Translucent (feat. Bubblyfish)

Discovery

Exploration

Control

Ah! (feat. Bubblyfish)

Trepidation
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Nurture

Determination

Accomplishment

Realization
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I'm not surew here I got htis game, but I saw it in my library and figured I'd try it. Honestly it is not very good :(

The music that comes with it is a bit annoying. The gameplay is bad, and I'm not a fan of what I think they were going for,
which is a bland thing to try to be. Best of luck to the devs though, I'm sure the next one they do will be a bit better. :)

Positives are that the gameplay appears to be simple, at the very least, the gameplay shown by the tutorial.. Every bit as
awesome as you remember.. Drizzlepath: Genie is about a girl who takes a journey down one of two possible paths to discover
what the "Genie" is, and what it could mean for her village and her future. If you're expecting the game to be anything but a
narrative of sorts, turn back now as that is what this basically is when you break it down. No puzzles, no enemies, no difficulty
involved - this is why people tend to say it's a "relaxing" experience.

It took me just over 2 hours to complete the game. You choose one of two paths at the beginning of the game. You are
encouraged to take the second path at the completion of the game as it will offer a "different" experience, however I opted to let
the credits roll and call it a night.

The gameplay itself is effortless. There are a couple "parkour areas" that you have to complete, but again, this is about the
journey being more important than the destination... or... gameplay.. Right?

So let's pick it apart a little, shall we? Not because I hated it, but because I think that it really wasn't all that good. There was so
much room for improvement and so many little things that bothered me adding up as I played, that I just have to be honest about
disliking those things. Again, I didn't hate the game and actually enjoyed the couple hours it took me to "beat" one of the paths,
but I'm not about to rave about it to all those who might listen.

The description of the game here on Steam defines it as: "A captivating story and fantastic atmosphere combine with immersive
graphics, natural environments, and a calming, ambient soundtrack to make it a journey you may not soon forget."

There's a problem with each individual element of that sentence.

1) The story wasn't captivating to me. I wasn't gripping the edge of my seat, straining to hear the next little tidbit of the
narrative. To be captivated by it would be a very long stretch. I won't spoil what it's about, but the story asks several questions
that either have no answer or can't be answered. These elements of the story discuss mortality, life itself, creation, greed, and so
forth. Some of these stories were poetic, while others were along the lines of fairy tales. The questions asked should be the
questions we've all asked ourselves before, and while I listened to the narritive, it was more like listening to some gradeschool
journal of an inquiring child..... or was that the point? I mean the perspective is that of a young girl, so maybe that was entirely
it, but I just couldn't be captivated by asking the cliche 'thoughtful digital novel' question of "what is life?"

2) The fantastic atmosphere and immersive graphics aren't fantastic or immersive. I played on the maximum settings with ease,
and yet was unimpressed by it. The entire game seemed like a play-test for the Unreal engine. The collision detection was bad,
the invisible barriers were bad, the constant lighting glitches were SO bad. I mean there were areas where small lights led the
way to points of interest, and these lights would "ghost" across the screen when you move the mouse around. Even the in-game
text had a shine so reflective, that it caused artifacting on the screen. The folliage and surface objects all looked last-generation,
and store-bought with little to no customization. The terrain itself was completely contrived and unrealistic. There was nothing
natural about it, really. I mean at least the description could be honest about the environments being something of fantasy rather
than saying it's natural. There are even moments when character models make an appearance frozen in time along the path for
no reason but to suggest the developer had models on hand from a demo that they put into the game "just because". It was weird.
The lighting was what completely destroyed any and all immersion though... the fact that you could jump off a sheer rock face
and survive didn't help either.

3) The soundtrack was well-suited, however with a distinct lack of volume control or the ability to disable the music altogether, I
felt that it actually removed more of my attention from the surrounding elements and on-going narrative than it helped add to
the experience. By the end of the game, I felt I was asking my own questions about life itself... for example: "What would life
be like if I were to rip my ears out right now to avoid hearing this music play any longer?" Ok, that's a bit harsh I admit, but the
music was overpowering, loud, and indeed atmospheric in a world without atmosphere which made it feel out of place. Softer
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music? No music? I was internally begging for both.

4) The voice acting is bad. There, I said it. I don't mean to offend anyone, but there's no real way for me to avoid that opinion.
I've known a lot of voice actors, and I know how tough it can be, but I felt that the voice was about as far from what I would
expect from the dialog as you can get. Maybe it was the accent, the tone, or the way that the sentences were read out with
strange pauses and emphasis on what I felt were the wrong words.... but it all sounded like some nursery school teacher is
reading a book to children. In a game that is supposed to tug at the meaning of life itself, it's weird to hear it from the
perspective of a voice that doesn't sound like it's experienced professional voice acting before. Not to mention the audio quality
was off-putting as well with full on lip smacking and that sound your lips make when you open your mouth, loud into the
recording. If there was any immersion left to be had, it was removed by having this voice go on through the experience. I hope
people can understand my meaning and that I'm not just trying to be rude about it. As I consider it, it would be like using
Shrek's voice over Mel Gibson's in braveheart. The voice acting is kind of there, but totally not suited for the genre or outlet.

Lastly, was this a memorable game? Probably not for me... I played one of the two paths and nothing about it really makes me
want to endure the other path option. Maybe I went into this game with my hopes up too high. I'll take my chances with saying it
wasn't for me though I can see how some will probably really enjoy it. I certainly can't recommend to any of my friends that
they play this though, and that's me being honest.. Really really, good story driven text adventure\/graphic interface\/interactive
media\/whatever you want to call it! I fell in love with this game and cannot get enough. It really sets a mood. You will get fully
immersed in the story before you realize it. Could not recommend more.. Am i missing something here? I was truly gobsmacked
to think i paid for this, I wandered around and around looking for some signs of what i had paid for, i came up with nothing
worth mentioning, just be aware, as it stands it will end up under the sink with the cucumber slicer and mechanical paper
shredder.. THE BEST GAME EVER!. very good and relaxing game, achievements work, small price, easy game for all ages, so
all in one 10/10. This game is basically a 8 bit version of Dead Ops Arcade. Its a good game has lots of potential but sicne its
eraly access it does have its bugs. but anywho lets get into the juicy details.

single player
Co op 4 player
Co op Online (Hamatchi) 4 player
tons of weapons
9 diferent lases iwt their own abilities
5 differently bilt and themed maps each with a different difficulty

Pros:
good default keybinds
game is pretty stable
online co op works
lots of customizable stuff

Cons:
co op is harder then singleplayer
unbalanced weapons(ak47 does 2 dmg yet lazer rifle says 2dmg in shop but in reality is like 0.75)
some door spaces need bigger on maps
lacks detail and description on the classes 2 abilitys and the items you pick up (the checkerboards)
games not really known so there isnt much of a community
games exploitable by cheat engine and probably other ways (please fix)

Conclusion
The game is good with its varity of crap like different weapons maps and classes. but yet lacks detail on important in game se of
abilitys and loot pick ups. game is in beta so it does have bugs. all in all i recommend bying this product it has potential.

Known Bugs

Single Player
sometimes the wave auto starts sually happens to me on wave 6 and 10 randomly
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Online co-op (hamatchi)
probably might of been internet issues not sure but id liek to report them. a buddy of mine and i were playing it said rond 7 for
us both his enemys left said 0 mine said something like 8267843648 we had no enemies both readied up and it was broek til i
left the game then enemies came in. then latter on my end he was frozen but i cold move i died mid wave on his end he said but
he cold move arond use the shop and continue the waves i cold only move arond and use the shop bt on my side he was frozen
and on his side i was frozen. dont know if wee desync or what. this could be latency issues not sure but enemies at times can lag
or teleport or often skip.. Just like Part 1 this is a good visual novel with high quality waifus,fun story and excellent artstyle.
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I cant find a way to the level editor help please.. It's surprisingly fun, I've put more time into (and got more enjoyment out of)
this title than Max Payne 3. So I recommend getting this game for anyone who wants a fun RPG game. My only complaints are
that it's somewhat grindy and the endgame content is locked beyond a boss that's supposed to be meta, but mostly comes off like
the devs just sort of gave up when they ran out of ideas.

Also it commits a grave sin of throwing a surprise dungeon at you with no warning and no way to get back to a heal/save point.
Situations that require foreknowledge to beat aren't fun, they're just annoying.

Don't get me wrong, it's fairly clever and I think people should play it.. Slaying and beheading in adorable graphics (The
Chickens , kill the chickens)

10/10. I had this game with spanish voices in my childhood, why did you take them away?

There are many games where you can choose the language in the game properties screen. why not Commandos? And there is
another posibility adding an Steam previus launch menu which let you choose some options like language (see Final Doom game
in Steam).

Yo tuve este juego en mi infancia y tenia voces en espa\u00f1ol. \u00bfpor qu\u00e9 se los sacaron?

Hay muchos juegos cuyo idioma puede elegirse en en las propiedades del juego en Steam. Tambien he visto que los
desarrolladores de videojuegos agregan un menu Steam al ejecutar el juego que te permite elegir algunas opciones. Commandos
deberia tener un menu asi para elegir el idioma.. Surprisingly fun.. This game is awesome! Love the art and the music! :D Great
job guys!. This is a great game folks, and trust me, I play all the spacey games. This game has nothing to do with Elite:
Dangerous, and actually first came out years ago before coming to Steam via Greenlight. Take a look at my video to see how the
game plays, and give the game a chance. It's a lot of fun.

http:\/\/youtu.be\/hk5wcgoZ7BQ. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f
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